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After the earthquake came a fire,
but the Lord was not in the fire.
And after the fire came a whisper,
like a gentle breeze.
—I Kings, 19:12
I. INTRODUCTION
OMMENT COMPRENDE QUE LE SUBLIME, disons provisoirement
l’objet de l’expérience sublime, soit ici et maintenant?”1 How to
understand that the sublime, say the object of the sublime experience,
would be here and now? This question verbalizes the basic thought of
Lyotard’s study of “Le sublime et l’avant-garde” (“The sublime and the
avant-garde”). In the same chapter of his book L’inhumain (The
“C
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inhuman), Lyotard illustrates his research question on the basis of
some paintings of Barnett Newman, dating from the fifties and sixties,
with the evocative titles: Vir heroïcus sublimis, Here I, Here II, Here
III, Not Over There, Here, Now, and Be. Several decades later, in 1999,
Helmut Lachenmann composes his Music for flute, trombone, male
voices and orchestra, which he adopts with the title NUN. On the
origin of the work, he comments as follows:
Basically, it was the time of a philosophical weariness: no more
Hegel, no more Adorno—wherever the rational apparatus was still
willing to something, say assuming to get a grip on something, I
became suspicious.2 
By these words, Lachenmann deliberately relinquishes Hegel’s
teleologically oriented Objective Spirit and Adorno’s historical dialectic
of musical material. Even though Lachenmann used to attach much
importance to a historical legitimation3 of his “musique concrète
instrumentale”4—especially of his compositions since temA and
Notturno (1968) until Accanto (1975)—in NUN he is looking for
something which can hardly be grasped by history, namely the pure
experience, as situation, the “now.” In Lyotard’s opinion, this
sensation may only occur when thinking is being disarmed and made
receptive to the situational, “the events” (“die Ereignisse,” Heidegger).5
Although Lyotard’s thinking sheds light on Lachenmann’s longing for
a philosophical tabula rasa, it will be shown that the aesthetic core of
Lachenmann’s composition is, in fact, deeply rooted in the European
philosophical tradition. In this essay, I will attempt to elaborate and to
illustrate this thesis on the basis of Lyotard’s idea of the immanent–
sublime and the score of NUN by Helmut Lachenmann.
II. LYOTARD’S IDEA OF THE IMMANENT–SUBLIME
To Lyotard’s mind, the experience of the immanent–sublime requires a
receptivity to the contemplation of the moment, that can never really
be grasped by reason. Unlike the conceptual description of the event
(quid), the mere experience (quod) belongs to the pre-rational.6 (At this
point, the immanent–sublime may be distinguished from the Kantian
sublime, in which any intellectual synthesis is frustrated by the enormous
dimensions of the shape of the aesthetic object, which actually fits the
ideas of reason.) Lyotard’s idea of the problematic measure, or
graspability, of the “now” is not something new, but has already been
suggested by Saint Augustine: “it [the now] is coming out of what
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does not yet exist, passing through what has no duration, and moving
into what no longer exists.”7 Furthermore, the Jansenists were, to
Lyotard’s mind, “masters in the field of . . . receptivity to the Will-it-
happen?”8 and also the Epicurean and Stoic philosophers connected an
ethical meaning to their experience of the instantaneous, the ataraxia
and the apatheia respectively. An ethical dimension can also be found
in the aesthetic thinking of Helmut Lachenmann, who detects an
opportunity to question his own ingrained aesthetic and philosophical
ideas in the susceptibility to the pure presence (“reine Präsenz”).9
In this receptive, quasi-religious attitude, Lyotard notices something
sublime, namely the fact that something is happening, rather than
nothing, “It happens!” In this context, he refers to the aesthetic ideas
of Burke, who described the state of a receptive, tense expectation as a
situation of terror or fear that nothing will occur. When, in this
situation, something happens at last, the horror vacui or fear of
emptiness vanishes to create a feeling of relief, consolation,
“soulagement.” “It is still a deprivation,” Lyotard explains, “but in the
second degree: the soul is deprived of the threat of being deprived of
light, of language, of life.” He continues:
Here is how to analyse the sublime feeling: a very large object,
very powerful, so threatening to deprive the soul of all It happens,
strikes it with “astonishment” (to lesser degrees of intensity, the
soul is seized with admiration, reverence, respect). It is stupid,
immobilised, as if dead. By removing this threat, art provides a
pleasure of relief, of delight.10
The greater the sense of tension or terror, the more the actual event
is experienced as a moment of surprise, relief, and deliverance. This
feeling however, in which the subject is conscious of himself and his
environment and as such transcends it, remains very short and
instantaneous; life goes on. . . .
These ideas also come back in the writings of Schopenhauer, who
considers music as a true, faithful expression of the very essence of
reality, which is the will. Yet the will is not unequivocally positive, but
blind and directionless: “all of this is based on the fact, that . . . the in-
itself of life, the will, the existence itself, is a constant suffering and
partly miserable, partly terrible.”11 Music, on the contrary, never causes
real pain, in Schopenhauer’s opinion, but softens it, for music abstracts
concrete emotions.12 Furthermore, Schopenhauer considers the solu-
tion of the musical suspension as an analogy to the satisfaction of the
will, which will be greater as the suspension is maintained longer.13
Finally, music is regarded by Schopenhauer as a medium by which the
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listener may at times—very briefly—escape the authority of the will and
where the essence of music—the immanent—comes to light.14 
Now the question remains how the admissibility of the instantaneous,
as a condition for the evocation of the immanent–sublime, can be
given concrete form.
In literature, this quest reveals itself in the decline of the “closed”
book and in the creation of “open” sayings, proverbs, riddles, hermetic
poetry (Beckett, Maeterlinck), micrologics (Adorno), acrostics (Cage),
deconstruction in the margins of existing works (Derrida), etc.
Comparably, Lachenmann composed NUN out of a quote of the
Japanese philosopher Nishida, which quote can be considered as the
aesthetic core of his composition15 (see below).
In music, the situational is easily associated with the amorphous, the
a-linear, the static, or the pictorial.16 Traditionally, this anti-teleological,
contemplative character was expressed in, among others, improvisa-
tional works, preludes, arias, and ornate cadenzas. In contemporary
music, the idea of the reflexive has been increasingly shifted forward as
an aesthetic program, partly as a reaction against (the positivist specu-
lation of) commercial capitalism.17 In this context, one could think of
the famous 4’33” (1952) by John Cage, in which space is given to the
accidental, which was always present in traditional music, but was
hardly noticed as such by the public.18 In this sense, also an ethical
dimension could be ascribed to 4’33”, comparable to the open spirit of
Epicurean and Stoic philosophers, Zen monks, or medieval mystics.19
One could also refer to minimal music (e.g., La Monte Young) which,
to Lyotard’s mind, results directly from—and is a reaction on—the
Kantian notion of the sublime, according to which the attempt to
grasp the immensity of the idea into a work of art, is doomed to
failure.20 Finally, reference may be made to the study on the musically
sublime of Brillenburg-Wurth, who hears the musical expression of the
“now” in a work like Piano and Orchestra (1975) of Morton Feldman:
(i) the piece being thus created that the listener feels the need to
observe it from different angles, and (ii) the resonant attacks being
hardly perceived.21 In this respect, the work shares some remarkable
similarities with compositions such as Prometeo or Fragmente-Stille, an
Diotima of Luigi Nono or NUN of Helmut Lachenmann.
III. NUN
A scene from Lachenmann’s opera, Das Mädchen mit den Schwefel-
hölzern (1988–96), inspired the composer to the title NUN and the
corresponding work, which he composed “like a Parergon”22 to his
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opera. In the concerning scene, the girl with the sulfur sticks wonders
whether she would or would not enter a cave: NUN?—after which she
takes the dare: NUN! 23 The intermediate moment of reflection, in
which the girl attempts to be conscious of herself and her environ-
ment, is what Lachenmann probably tried to capture in his composi-
tion. To this end, Lachenmann was inspired by a quote of the Japanese
philosopher Nishida: “Das Ich ist kein Ding, sondern ein Ort” (“The I
is not a thing, but a place”) (which, in bars 532–545, is accompanied
by Japanese temple gongs). This quote, to my mind, expresses the crux
of Lyotard’s idea of the immanent–sublime, which takes the form of a
place where the subject does not attempt to recognize itself in concrete
terms or ideologies, but where it only becomes conscious of itself
during a process of reflection.
Now the question arises how this reflection process can be
implemented into a composition. Lachenmann himself describes NUN
as a “chain of natural events,” in which “it is, over and over again, in a
different way—every time the same: music, not as text, not as
discursive progression, nor as sounding drama—rather as a kind of
artificial and both a product of a complex speculation and transcendent
nature spectacle, as ‘pure’ presence.”24 Yet, Lachenmann immediately
relativizes this comment with the objection that those hollow words
cannot say anything about the actual sensation of his composition. By
the end of his work comment, Lachenmann relinquishes any prosaic
description to lose himself in paradoxes, in which he seems to question
the musical work concept itself:
The water does not wash the water—the fire does not burn the
fire—the pain itself does not hurt. The pleasure does not enjoy.
The listening does not listen, the life does not live—and so it lives.
The I is not the I. Music is not music, is not-music: the only
music worthy of the name in its emphatic meaning. Music is not
music?? But?? Yes—but. Composing is: but.25
After all, the contemplation of the moment, as a necessary condition
for the experience of the immanent–sublime, can merely come about in
a state of denial or admissibility. At the end of the composition, this
thought is symbolically indicated by the word “mu-sik” (bars 610–
612)—“mu” is Japanese for emptiness.26 “Mu-sik,” in other words,
illustrates Lachenmann’s intention to forget the historical load of the
musical material and no longer to control nature, but to project it, as
objective “events,” into the void. However, unlike the works of the
Japanese composer Hosokawa, Lachenmann’s nature sounds are not to
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be interpreted literally, but, on the contrary, underline their artificial
nature.27 (In this context, reference may be made to Adorno’s concept
of the growing up (“Mündigkeit”) of music, to describe the
phenomenon that the authentic artwork no longer hides, but stresses
its artificial nature.)28 
In concrete terms, the sound material in NUN is said to consist of
“a whole catalogue of buzzing and humming of extreme inventive-
ness”29 (Kaltenecker), which is largely produced by traditional instru-
ments (and may be described as “musique concrète instrumentale”30).
Often, one can hardly distinguish the timbre of the various instru-
ments,31 which appear to act as a mutual soundboard and, as such,
blend or resound. This phenomenon can be illustrated on the basis of
the passage in bars 338 ff., where a polyphonic counterpoint is
generated, with rustling glissandi on the pianos, “toneless uttered
diphthongs” on “t-k-t-k” in the male voices, col legno saltando in the
strings, brushing on the skin of the drums, and blowing sounds.
Yet within this a-linear sequence of static events, also a certain
evolution takes place. Thus, the “concrete” sounds in the male voices
gradually develop into syllables, which, in turn, coalesce into words or
phrases (cf. bars 420–431: “Wo bist du?” (“Where are you?”), the last
two syllables of which are to be yelled into the sound box of the piano)
—to eventually culminate in the above mentioned quote of Nishida. As
antithesis to this evolution, the fluid character at the beginning of the
composition is increasingly interrupted by amorphous regurgitation of
“punktuelle Ereignisse”32 (“punctual events”) or monochrome sounds,
which can be illustrated by means of the following passages:
Bars 462–467: accompanied by the homogeneous rustling of Styro-
foam, the static, traditional sounds in the soli and strings can be
observed in a new way.
Bars 496–513: orchestra interference in the tremolo texture in the
strings (in preparation for the cadenza, bars 514–519).
Bars 603–608: coda around Eb.
In this context, the dichotomy between the fluid and the linear on
the one hand and the static and the instantaneous on the other, may
be understood in the light of the philosophic ideas of Schopenhauer,
according to which the fluid can be interpreted as an expression of the
will, while the instantaneous seems to suggest a momentary liberation
of its reign. This interpretation is supported by the fact that the nature
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sounds in NUN are not unambiguously positive and that they do not
seem to unite with the Japanese aesthetics of general well-being and
oneness with nature,33 but, on the contrary, evoke cold and harsh
sonorities, which make the little girl with the sulfur sticks mercilessly
freeze. For this reason perhaps, Lachenmann added such an ornate
cadenza to this piece (bars 514–519), for he would not frustrate her
hopes and dreams of some utopia. . . .
IV. CONCLUSION
This study may have made clear that Lachenmann’s longing for a
philosophical tabula rasa —which may indeed be regarded as a
necessary condition for the immanent–sublime—does not alter the fact
that the aesthetic core of NUN is deeply rooted in the Western
historical and philosophical tradition. In this context, reference has
been made to the philosophical and/or aesthetic views of, among
others, Saint Augustine, Burke, Schopenhauer, Lyotard, Cage,
Feldman, even Adorno, who, each in their own way and shape, have
tried to express the idea of the immanent–sublime.
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